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On 1 Aug 1996, Eileen Sullivan wrote:> Dear Lisa:> > Thank you for forwarding that message to me. > > I would 

need specifics in order to answer these questions, i.e., which FBI > document(s), and a list of the photos. 

Thanks.(rest of exchange preserved below.)These photos are listed in an FBI doc released in 1977 on microfilm 

- date of document is 3/20/64, by SA Richard L. Wiehl & SA Wallace R. Heitman. File# DL 100-10461.The full 

copy is printed in the Sept 1995 issue of Probe magazine which the board receives. If anyone there cannot find 

a copy - I'd be happy to send them one. There are 11 pages listing some of the known and at least at that point 

existing photos relating to Lee Harvey Oswald, Marina, the Paine's, etc.There are many who feel the photos 

are as important as the worded documents. I hope the board can help. Thanks. :)> > Sincerely,> > Eileen 

Sullivan> > To: Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.gov (Eileen Sullivan) @ internet> cc: (bcc: Eileen Sullivan/ARRB)> 

From: lpease @ netcom.com (Lisa Pease) @ Internet @ WORLDCOM > Date: 07/29/96 08:16:11 AM CDT> 

Subject: Re: list of photos (fwd)> > > I'm passing this along - I don't know who is spreading the rumor that I > 

am "in touch frequently" with you - it's not me!! :) Anyway, if you have > anything you can tell Jack (all of us, 

really) we'd all appreciate it > very much. Thanks.> > ---------- Forwarded message ----------> Date: Wed, 24 Jul 

1996 16:29:44 -0600> From: jackwhite <jwjfk@flash.net>> To: Lisa Pease <lpease@netcom.com>> Cc: 

"Milicent L. Cranor" <102707.60@CompuServe.COM>> Subject: Re: list of photos> > Lisa...Did anyone ever 

bring the FBI document you mention (which I furnished > PROBE) to the attention of ARRB? Not only the 

document and its circumstances, > BUT ALL THE PHOTOS IT LISTS need to be made public. I tried to get copies 

of > some of the photos from the FBI but was stonewalled. I am particularly > interested in the multiple 

backyard (Neely St.) photos and the Marine photos > which which show Roscoe White and perhaps 

**Frenchy**. The one you mention that > Marina spoke of would be interesting also...although my 

remembered impression > from looking at the list was that she was referring to the photos themselves > 

**belonging to Michael** instead of **depicting Michael**...but I could be > wrong. > > Can you check with 

ARRB about any progress on this (since you frequently > contact Eileen)? If the photos become available, I 

really want to see them. If > you find out anything, let me know. Some of the photos may be very important!> 

> Jack> > > [p.s. Jack is remembering wrong - the photo was of a Marine - and Marina > could not identify 

whether it was her husband or Michael Paine. I hadn't > been aware there was such a resemblance. I 

understand a video interview > of MP is going around showing indeed there was!]> > > > >
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